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Rapid Tools

A complete range for office, tools and industry

Rapid is the specialist in fastening tools for professionals and do-it-yourselfers, for construction, renovation or decoration. Rapid’s position as market
leader is guaranteed by the quality control, which is achieved by its own production facilities in Sweden, France and China. Rapid Tools is official premium partner and part of Westparts B.V.
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Pliers

Staple guns

Rapid R20510450
550

Rapid R10540310

Rapid R10510601
360

522

40

Pliers HD31 73/6-12

Pliers K1 24/6-8, box

890

5

Rapid R20511050
550

5

Tacker R23, metal, blister

Tacker R33, metal, blister

Tacker R153, metal

Rapid R20511250

Rapid R20511450

Rapid R20511550

890

10

5

Rapid R20510650

5

560

5

890

5

Tacker R353, metal, ergonomic, blister

Tacker R14, metal, blister

Tacker R34, metal, blister

Rapid R20009450

Rapid R20009550

Rapid R20011550

Robust and durable pliers
Rapid offers a wide range of robust and durable pliers, tailored to the
needs of professionals and do-it-yourselfers. The smart design and
unique features are the result of our tradition of innovation and the fact
that we have taken time to understand the needs of our users.

Rapid R10542901
360

400

40

5

Tacker 253, T&F blister

Pliers K41, waved-classic, box

400

5

380

5

R453 Tacker

Tacker R83 (ABS), blue, blister

Rapid R20443850

Rapid R11520110

Rapid R20443950 (in blister)
Rapid R5000890
230

6

Pliers Maxi SP, incl. 200 staples

4

Rapid R21310400
20

50

E10 Pliers Plastic/Metal

Rapid R24142811
190

6

S27 Stapler

Rapid R20443901 (in box)
310

5/6

Tacker R13 (ABS), yellow

300

5

Handtacker R53 (ABS), red, blister

600

16

Handtacker Compacta metal, incl. staples

5

Staple guns

Rapid R21000860
390

10

Tacker R64, blue

Hammer tackers

Rapid R22876000
720

Rapid R22876001
710

5

PRO ALU840 Tacker

10

PRO ALU840 Tacker

Rapid R20725902
1000

10

Rapid PRO Hammer tacker R11

Rapid R20726001
410

10

Rapid R5000005
1000

Hammer tacker R19, for 13 serie, box

Hammer tacker Rapid 311

Rapid R22275001

Rapid R5000837

Electric tackers

Rapid R40107318
530

6

Tacker ALU610

Rapid R467000000

Rapid R5000516

850

600

Tacker ESCO58

3

Tacker ALU953

Rapid R10642912
3650

Cable tackers

890

5

Cable tacker R28, metal, blister

6

Rapid R20511850
860

5

PRO R36 Cable tacker

1810

5

4300

5

Tacker electric 553 in case, 230V

Tacker electric ESN114, 230V

Rapid PRO 18V Li-ion battery tacker BN64, Case

Rapid R24171201

Rapid R24371500

Rapid R5000128

1930

Rapid R20511750

5

5

880

5

1190

3

Tacker electric R214, 230V

Electric tacker Hobby, 230V

Tacker electric BTX530 + Li-Ion battery, 7,2V

Rapid R5000129

Rapid R5000579

Rapid R5000836

1130

3

Electric tacker ESN530, 230V

1260

4

Tacker electric hobby, 230V

4000

2

Tacker BN50 Li-lon, 18V

7

Pneumatic tackers

Punch pliers

Rapid R5000051
1770

Rapid R5000054
2620

5

Pneumatic tacker PS101, case + Oil, connectors, 300x53/10

Rapid R5000408
240

4

Pneumatic tacker PB131, case + oil, connectors, 300x 8/30

Fence pliers

Rapid R5000407
300

12

Punch pliers RP03

Rapid RP05

Rivetors

Rapid R5001125
Rapid R23467900
280

10

Fence pliers FP216, blue/yellow

Rapid R23468000
200

10

Fence pliers FP20, universal

Rapid R23468100
280

10

490

Rapid R5001126
610

5

Rivetor RP40 MULTI

200

12

Garden pliers GP238

280

8

Garden pliers LIG 150

640

Rivetor RP60 Swivel

5

Rivetor RP100

Fence pliers FP222, blue/yellow

750

Rapid R40107753

Rapid R5000374

5

Rapid R5000376

Rapid R24311200

12

Rapid R40107754
350

Rapid R5000375
308

6

Rivetor RP10 Kit + 100 rivets

6

Rivetor RP60

8

Garden pliers LIG 175

Hot-air guns
A hot air gun is very versatile and can help with jobs
where a direct source of intense heat is required.
The ability to melt, shrink, bend or even weld mateRapid R21898000
1150

5

Regulator 2000, infinitely adjustable

8

Rapid R24359800
880

4

rial together is extremely useful for a variety of jobs
in changing conditions.

Thermal 1600, box

9

Glue sticks & glue guns

Glue sticks & glue guns

Rapid R5000425
340

Rapid R5000530
320

5

Glue gun CG270, wireless, ø12mm

Rapid R24928000
338

5

Rapid R40108562
460

6

Rapid R40302919
324

5

Rapid R40107350
150

10

Rapid R40107349
150

20

Glue gun EG212 incl. glue sticks, ø12mm

Rapid R40107356
150

10

Glue sticks 9mm, 125gr, low temp, transparent

Rapid R40107362
250

10

Rapid R40108462
150

10

10

Glue gun Hobby 72W incl. 6 glue sticks, ø12mm

Glue gun EG310, ø12mm

Glue gun EG130, low melt, ø9mm

Glue sticks 7mm, 125gr, transparent

Rapid glue 125g ø12x94mm Multi
blister

Rapid glue 250g, 190 x ø12mm

Glue sticks ø9mm, oval, red/green/
blue

Rapid R40303007

Rapid R40303073

Rapid R5000018

Rapid R40108463

Rapid R40302768

Rapid R40302777

Rapid R40302787

870

5

660

3

1300

3

Glue gun EG330, ø12mm

BGX300 Li-Ion with battery, ø12mm

Glue gun EG380 PRO box, ø12mm

Rapid R5000326

Rapid R5000423

Rapid R5000424

620

5

Glue gun EG320 PRO, 120watt, ø12mm

10

160

5

Glue gun Point, ø7mm

320

5

Glue gun EG212, ø12mm

150

10

Glue sticks ø9mm, oval, gold/silver

Rapid R40302798
1000

10

Glue sticks Eco-T, ø12x190mm, 1kg

1000

1000

10

Glue sticks ø12mm PRO-T/PVC 1 kg

Glue sticks ø12mm PRO+ Metal,
yellow, 1kg

Rapid R40302799
1000

1000

10

10

Glue sticks ø12mm, GEN-T, 1kg

10

Glue sticks 12mm ASS/wood/tex/
cork, 1kg

Rapid R40302803
1000

10

Glue sticks ø12mm, PRO-B, white, 1kg

11

Staples

Staples

Rapid R24863000
110

Rapid R11825700
220

120

Rapid R11830700
260

50

Rapid R24855600
50

50

200

Rapid R24855700
50

200

Rapid R24858100
50

200

Staples 10/4 | 5000x (39/4)

Finewire staples 13/4, galvanized, 5000x

Finewire staples 13/6, galvanized, 5000x

Staples Standard 24/6, galvanized, 1000x

Staples Standard 24/6, copper plated, 1000x

Staples Super Strong 24/6, RVS, 1000x

Rapid R11830726

Rapid R11835600

Rapid R11835626

Rapid R24859800

Rapid R24860000

Rapid R30051146

150

310

50

Finewire staples 13/6, RVS 2500x

Rapid R11840600
380

35

Finewire staples 13/10, galvanized,
5000x

12

150

40

Finewire staples 13/8, galvanized, 5000x

Rapid R11850500
380

25

Finewire staples 13/14, galvanized,
5000x

230

Finewire staples 13/8, RVS 2500x

Rapid R40303081
380

50

5

Finewire staples 13/10, 5000x

Rapid R40303082
50

5

Finewire staples 13/14, 5000x

40

230

40

252

60

Staples Standard 24/6, galvanized, 5000x

Staples Standard 24/6, copper plated, 5000x

Staples Amel 24/6, copper plated, 5000x

Rapid R24858300

Rapid R24859200

Rapid R24860100

60

150

Staples Super Strong 24/8, RVS, 1000x, AISI 304,
CLASS 2

120

80

Staples Strong 24/8, copper plated, 2000x

310

10

Staples Super Strong 24/8+, Galvanized 5000x

13

Staples

Rapid R11884410
620

20

Staples

Rapid R40109501
80

50

Rapid R23808700
260

60

Cable staples 36/10mm DP, galvanized, box,
5x1000x

Finewire staples 53/4mm, galvanized, 1600x

Finewire staples 53/4, galvanized, 5000x

Rapid R11856250

Rapid R40109509

Rapid R40109502

310

10

80

5

60

Finewire staples 53/6, RVS, 1080x

Finewire staples 53/6mm, galvanized, 1080x

Rapid R11857050

Rapid R40109503

Rapid R40109504

35

70

5

90

550

25

Finewire staples 53/14, galvanized,
5000x

10

192

Finewire staples 53/10, galvanized, 1080x

Staples 58/8mm, galvanized, box, 5000x

Rapid R11858810

Rapid R11859610

Rapid R40109505

Rapid R24890200

Finewire staples 53/10, galvanized, 5000x

14

490

30

Finewire staples 53/12, galvanized, 5000x

10

Rapid R11894301

Rapid R11860490
670

5

Finewire staples 53/14mm, galvanized, 1080x

20

20

5

Finewire staples 53/20mm, galvanized, 1250x

Finewire staples 53/16, galvanized,
5000x

5

Finewire staples 53/12mm, galvanized, 1080x

Rapid R24873700

500

172

6

Finewire staples 53/8mm, galvanized, 1080x

35

110

Rapid R468080050

Finewire staples 53/8, galvanized, 5000x

380

Rapid R40109506

5

Finewire staples 53/6, galvanized, 5000x

350

Rapid R11860410

24

Staples Super Strong 73/6, galvanized, 5000x

Rapid R24873800
150

60

Staples RK8 Bostitch 2115, 6mm, 5000x

Rapid R24890300
610

18

Staples Super Strong 73/8, galvanized, 5000x

Staples Standard SP19/6, galvanized, 5000x

Rapid R24890400
720

60

16

Staples Super Strong 73/10 Galvanized 5000x

Rapid R24890800
820

15

Staples Super Strong 73/12, galvanized, 5000x

15

Staples

Rapid R11905711
530

20

Nails

Rapid R11908111
620

20

Rapid R11910711
720

20

Flat-wire staples 140/6, galvanized, 5000x

Flat-wire staples 140/8, galvanized, 5000x

Flat-wire staples 140/10, galvanized, 5000x

Rapid R11910733

Rapid R11912311

Rapid R11915611

150

50

830

15

950

15

Rapid R40100532
690

Flat-wire staples 140/12, galvanized, 5000x

Flat-wire staples 140/14, galvanized, 5000x

Nails 8/15, small head, galvanized, 5000x

Rapid R11895002

Rapid R40109527

Rapid R11897602

Rapid R40014272

6

Flat-wire staples 606/12, galvanized, 4000x

Rapid R40109549
148

20

Flat-wire staples 970/6, galvanized, 1,34M

16

200

5

Staples 606/12 galvanized, narrow blister 1200x

890

6

Flat-wire staples 606/18, galvanized, 4000x

1080

12

Nails 8/25, small head, galvanized,
5000x

Rapid R40100534
1480

120

20

Flat-wire staples 140/10, RVS, 2000x

610

Rapid R40109533

10

Nails 8/35, small head, galvanized, 5000x

Rapid R40100533
890

60

Nails 8/15mm, galvanized, narrow blist, 1000x

Rapid R40109535
220

Nails 8/19, small head, galvanized, 5000x

Rapid R40109536
250

20

Nails 8/25mm, galvanized, 1000x

Rapid R40014273
1310

20

Nails 8/30mm, galvanized, 1000x

Rapid R40100535
1740

12

6

Nails 8/40, small head, galvanized, 5000x

12

Nails 8/30, small head, galvanized,
5000x

Rapid R40100537
2160

6

Nails 8/50, small head, galvanized, 5000x

17

Nails

Rivets

Rapid R5000817
450

6

Rapid R5000819
1330

1540

6

Nails 16A/32mm 20°, galvanized, 2000x

Nails 16A/45mm 20°, galvanized, 2000x

Rapid R40104405

Rapid R40108178

690

20

Nails 32/32, galvanized, superhard, 1000x

190

Rapid R5000821
6

Nails 16A/64mm 20°, galvanized, 2000x

Rapid R5000383
50

5

15

Rivets ø 3,2x8mm, aluminum, incl.
drill

Nagel 300/15, galvanized, 900x

Rapid R5000387
120

15

Rivets ø 4,8x10mm, aluminum, incl. drill

Rapid R5000378
140

Rapid R5000384
90

60

Standard rivets Ø4,0 x 8 mm, 100
pieces

90

15

Rivets ø 4x12mm, aluminum, incl.
drill

Rapid R5000388
140

Rapid R5000385

15

Rivets ø 4,8x12mm, aluminum, incl. drill

15

Rivets ø 4x14mm, aluminum, incl.
drill

Rapid R5000389
140

15

Nails 8/50, small head, galvanized, 5000x

Eyelets & grommets

Rivets
Rivets are also called pop rivets. They are
used to secure hard materials, such as steel
sheets and metal objects, when only one side
Rapid R5000409
40

12

Eyelets Ø4 mm

18

Rapid R5000412
120

of the material is accessible.

12

Grommets Ø21 x 10 mm, 25 pieces

19

Hogrings

Rapid R40108796
130

5

Hogring VR16, 2-8mm, galvanized, 400x

Hogrings

Rapid R40108799
410

5

Hogring VR16, 2-8mm, galvanized, 1390x

Rapid R40108808
940

13

Hogring VR16, 2-8mm, thickness 1.3mm, galvanized, 3190x

Rapid R40108802
180

5

830

5

Hogring VR16, 2-8mm, thickness 1.3mm, galvanized, green, 3190x

20

1290

50

Hogring VR22 5-11mm black 1600x

20

5

Hogring VR22, 5-11mm, thickness 2mm galvanized, 215x

990

5

Hogring VR22, 5-11mm, thickness 2mm, galvanized, 1100x

Rapid R40108807

Rapid R40108810

Rapid R40108811

5

1450

5

1260

5

Hogring VR22, 5-11mm, thickness 1.9mm, galvanized, green, 1100x

Hogring VR22, 5-11mm, thickness 2mm, galvanized, 1600x

Hogring VR22, 5-11mm, thickness 1.9mm, galvanized, green, 1600x

Rapid R40109236

Rapid R40107757

Rapid R40107759

5

Hogring VR38 4-14mm, thickness 1.3mm,
galvanized, 300x

Rapid R40108801

5

Hogring VR22, 5-11mm, galvanized, black, 215x

240

Rapid R40017338

170

Rapid R40108806

Hogring VR22, 5-11mm, thickness 1.9mm, galvanized, green, 215x

860

Rapid R40108809

Rapid R40108804

3050

4

Hogring C50, steel, thickness 1.3mm, 4.200x

3050

4

Hogring C75, 6-18mm, 1.3mm, steel, 6000x

Rapid R40107761
3700

4

Hogring C85, 6-20mm, 1.3mm, steel, 5000x

21

Terms and conditions

Notes

General terms and conditions of sale and delivery of Westparts B.V. in Wieringerwerf, The Netherlands
For the private owned company with limited responsibility WESTPARTS B.V., by law established in Hoorn, with office space in 1771 SP Wieringerwerf, De Stek 7.
Article 1. Validity of these terms and conditions
These terms and conditions are valid for every offer and/or every agreement between Westparts B.V, hereinafter referred to as “Westparts”, and customers who have been informed about the terms and conditions, as long as none of the parties have denied in writing the validity of the
terms. If one or more articles are regarded as invalid, the remaining articles remain valid.
Article 2. Offers and agreements
1.
All offers are without obligations, unless otherwise explicitly agreed upon in writing. Westparts has the right to withdraw any given offer within two working days after acceptance.
2.
Agreements are valid only upon written confirmation from Westparts to the customer; this also concerns agreements made through an intermediary.
Article 3. Delivery
The customer is obligated to accept the products when these are delivered to him, or when the products are made available to him according to the agreement.
If the customer refuses to do so, or is late with passing on information or instructions essential for the delivery, the products will be stored at the customers risk. The customer will in this case be responsible for all possible costs in this connection, and at least the storage costs.
Article 4. Delivery time
Any dates quoted for delivery are approximate only, unless otherwise has been agreed upon. If otherwise has been agreed upon, and Westparts do not deliver on time, the customer is obligated to hold Westparts liable in writing.
Article 5. Back orders / partial deliveries
Westparts has the right to deliver partially. This does not apply if the partial delivery has no independent value. If the products are delivered partially, Westparts has the right to invoice each delivery independently.
Article 6. Technical requirements etc.
If the products delivered in the Netherlands are to be used outside the Netherlands, Westparts is responsible for that the delivered products are in accordance with the technical requirements and/or standards that are demanded by laws or regulations in the country where the
products are to be used, if the information regarding use in another country has been given upon finalizing the contract. All other technical requirements the customer has regarding the- to- be -delivered products and which differ from the normal standards, must be explicitly
informed upon the finalizing of the contract.
Article 7. Changes
Westparts has the right to deliver products that differs from the products described in the sales contract:
If Westparts uses this right, and delivers a product that substantially differs from the product agreed upon, the customer has the right to annul the contract. The customer has the right to do so within 14 days after delivery date, or when he should have noticed the substantial differences.
Article 8. Termination of the contract
1.
Westparts’ claims towards the customer are immediately effective in case of the following circumstances:
-if after finalizing the agreement, Westparts receives information that gives Westparts reason to believe that the customer will not fulfil his obligations
-if Westparts has asked the customer for security for the order when finalizing the contract, and security has not been given or is unsatisfactory.
In case of the above mentioned circumstances, Westparts has the right to delay further execution of the agreement, as well as annul the agreement. This does not effect Westparts’ rights for compensation.
2.
In case of unexpected circumstances having influence on persons and/or materials used or planned used by Westparts when carrying out the agreement, and if the unexpected circumstances are of such kind that it makes the execution impossible or utterly difficult,
and/or leads to such costs that the carrying out of the agreement can not be reasonably defended, Westparts has the right to annul the agreement.
Article 9. Warranties
1.
Westparts is not responsible for production faults concerning the delivered goods.
2.
Westparts delivers goods with normal factory warranties and the production units are thus responsible in all cases.
Article 10. Ownership
1.
Products delivered by Westparts remains property of Westparts until the customer has fulfilled all responsibilities regarding all final contracts and agreements with Westparts:
-any in return commitments with reference to delivered products or products to be delivered
-potential claims due to the customer not having fulfilled his commitments according to the agreement
2.
Products delivered by Westparts falling under 10.1, can only be re-sold within a framework of a normal company management.
The customer does not hold any authority to pawn or to establish any rights on the products.
3.
In case the customer does not live up to his responsibilities or there is a reasonable doubt regarding whether or not he will do so, Westparts has the right to remove or have removed products falling under article 10.1, from either the buyer or any third party
holding the products in stock. The customer is legally bound to fully co-operate under penalty of a daily fine of 10% of the amount still to be paid
4.
If a third party wants to establish any rights on the under the rights of ownership delivered goods, the buyer is legally bound to inform Westparts as soon as in fairness can be expected.
5.
The customer is obliged to:
-insure and to keep insured the under the rights of ownership delivered good against fire-, explosion,- and water damage and against theft and to hand over the insurance policy for inspection if requested to do so.
-to pawn all claims from the customer to the insures in connection to the under the rights of ownership delivered goods, to Westparts in the way that is prescribed in art. 3:239 BW.
-to pawn the demands that the customer gets towards his buyers from reselling under the rights of ownership delivered goods by Westparts, to Westparts in the way that is prescribed in art. 3: 239 BW.
-to mark all under the rights of ownership delivered goods as Westparts property.
-to lend cooperation in other ways to all reasonable measures that Westparts will take safeguarding her rights of ownership in connection with the goods and which do not unreasonably harm the customer in the normal practise of his company.
Article 11. Complaints
1.
The customer needs to (let) check the purchased goods up on delivery or as soon as possible after the delivery. The customer has to check if the delivered goods answers to the agreed upon, namely:
-if the correct goods have been delivered
-if the delivered goods answer to the agreed upon quantity
-if the delivered goods meet the agreed upon quality requirements or
-if these are lacking - if they do meet the demands one may have for normal use and/or commercial purpose
2.
If visible faults or shortages are established the customer has to inform Westparts within 8 days after delivery.
3.
Non visible faults have to be informed in writing within 8 days to Westparts, after the establishing of the faults, yet at the very latest within the given factory guarantee.
4.
Also when the customer complains in time, his obligation to payment and the purchase of the ordered goods stays valid.
Goods can only be returned to Westparts after the foregoing permission in writing.
Article 12. Price increase
If Westparts has a special price agreement with a customer, Westparts nevertheless has the right to raise her prices, and has the right to charge the prices according to her valid pricelist upon delivery. If the price increase is more than 10%, the customer has the right to annul /
disband the agreement.
Article 13. Packaging
The customer is obliged to return the transport packaging empty and undamaged within 30 days. If the customer does not meet his obligations with regards to the packaging, all extra costs to follow, will be for his own account. Such costs may be: costs due to late return shipment,
costs of replacement, repair or cleaning.
Article 14. Payment
1.
Unless otherwise expressly stated payment for the goods is due no later than 30 days after invoice date:
-by legal currency to Westparts bv
-by transferring the due amount to the informed account numbers in property of Westparts
If full payment is not made by the due date, the buyer will automatically be in omission, and will be charged with an extra 1% interest per month, based on the amount he has to pay.
2.
In case of liquidation, bankruptcy, delay of payment from the customer, the obligations will be immediate effective.
3.
Payment should be made without discounts or settlement.
4.
Payment made by customer will first serve to settle all unpaid interest and costs, and then to settle the oldest invoice due, even if the customer states that payment is meant for a later invoice.
Article 15. Collection costs
1.
If the customer is inadequately or neglectful in carrying out his obligations, all reasonable extra costs for collecting the payment will be for the customers account. The minimum costs will be;
-Up till € 2.950,-15%
-From above amount and up till € 5.900,-10%
-From above amount and up till € 14.750,-8%
-From above amount and up till € 58.990,-5%
-From above amount and up
3%
If Westparts can document higher costs made in connection with collecting the money, which were necessary and also reasonable, these costs will also be for the customers account.
2.
All judicial and extrajudicial collection costs that Westparts makes, are all to be paid by customer.
This is applicable only in case of a legal process
Article 16. Liability
Westparts is to the customer only liable:
1.
For damage due to shortcomings in the delivered goods concerns only the liability as settled in article 9 of these General Terms and Conditions,
2.
Westparts is liable if damage has been caused by intention or crude guilt of Westparts or her executive inferiors.
3.
The liability of Westparts is limited to the amount stated by the insurance, as far as the liability is covered by the insurance.
4.
If the insurance in any case does not cover or does not proceed with payment, the liability will be limited to the invoice amount or if no invoice is existing the value of the agreed upon achievement.
Article 17. Force Majeure
1.
Under force majeure is to be understood:
Circumstances that will unable the fulfilment of the agreement, which are not ascribable to Westparts. Among these the following will be included (if and as far as these circumstances make the fulfilment impossible or unreasonably complicated):
strikes in other companies than Westparts’, wild strikes or political strikes; general shortage or lack of necessary raw materials and other goods or services that are necessary to reach the agreed upon performance; not foreseen stagnation in connection with
suppliers or other third parties who Westparts is depending on and general problems in transport.
2.
Westparts also has the right to refer to force majeure if circumstances that unable the fulfilment occur after Westparts should have met her obligations.
3.
During the period of force majeure the deliveries and other obligations of Westparts will be postponed. If this period due to force majeure which in Westparts is not able to meet her obligations, lasts longer than 3 months, both parties are entitled to annul the
agreement, without any obligations with regards to compensation.
4.
If Westparts in the beginning of the period of force majeure already partially has fulfilled her obligations, or is able to fulfil her obligations only partially, Westparts has the right to invoice the partially delivered goods, or the goods that are to be partially delivered, and
is the customer obligated to regard this invoice as a separate contract. This does not apply if the partial delivery has no independent value.
Article 18. Disputes
As a deviation from the statutory rules for the authorities of the civil court, all disputes between the customer and Westparts , as long as the court has the necessary authorities, will be settled by the Civil Court in Alkmaar.
Nevertheless Westparts has the authority to summon the buyer to an according to the law or the applicable international treaty qualified court.
Article 19. Applicable law
All relationships between Westparts and the customer will be governed by Dutch law.
Article 20. Changes in the General terms and conditions
Westparts has the right to change the General terms and conditions. The changes will come into force on the announced time of commencement.
Westparts will send the renewed terms and conditions to the customers in time. If no time of commencement has been announced to the customer, the changes will come into force as soon as the customer has received the announcement.
Article 21. Translations
In case of conflict between a translation and the Dutch version of these terms and conditions, the Dutch text shall prevail.
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The above terms and conditions have been deposited with the Chamber of Commerce at Alkmaar under number 36040554.1781
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